Procedure for having access to “OPEN RESEARCH GRANTS” and “FACULTY MENTORED UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PROGRAM” (FURAP)

1. Type in www.trc.gov.om
2. Click English or Arabic
3. On E-Services click “The Research Electronic Submission System (TRESS)”
4. Click “Access The Research Electronic System”
5. Click “Login”
6. Click “Login from an Institute”.
7. Click “Higher College of Technology”.
8. Click “Select”
9. Click “Proceed anyway”
10. Log in using your college ID as username and your password.
11. Click “TRESS”
12. For academic staff; select “OPEN RESEARCH GRANTS”.
   For students; select “FURAP”
13. Click “Submit New Proposal”.

If you are asked for the focal point; enter the name Dr. Samiya Al-Jaaidi